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1. INTRODUCTION 
The properties of certain IM, approximants were stated recently [39]. 
Previous to that, it was shown that I MN approximants have applications in 
numerical inversion of Laplace transforms [25,26, 32, 331 and numerical 
initial-value problems [37, 381. 
This paper contains a more complete treatment of IMN approximants. The 
development in Sections 2 and 3 has three main purposes. First, to demon- 
strate basic properties of IMN(f, t) in various linear spaces of functions f; 
second, to show the kind of accuracy attainable by 1,&f, t), and third, 
to provide general rules for the construction of specific IMN operators suitable 
for given applications. Following these rules, a class of lMN operators is 
constructed in Section 4; the functions IMN f generated by these operators 
have remarkable accuracy, and are capable of providing good approximants 
on the half-line [0, cc). 
In Section 5, a generalization of I,+,, approximants, called JMN approxi- 
mants, is investigated. Applications of JMN approximants to numerical 
initial-value problems in linear differential systems with constant coefficients 
are discussed in Section 6, and it is shown that certain JMN operators are the 
basis of useful recursions of arbitrary order with the properties of A-stability 
and Z-stability. 
2. PROPERTIES OF IMN 
Let F denote the Iinear space of functions f, continuous on [0, co) and 
such that, for some real (I, f(X) = O(t+), X -+ co. Let I&f, t) denote the 
improper Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
~Mdf, t> = s omf (4 4bf@l~) + cl, t E T. (2.1) 
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T is the set of all numbers in [0, CO), such that the improper integral exists, 
that is to say it converges to a finite limit. T depends on f and h,, . The 
number c is arbitrary, and is usually chosen equal to zero. The kernel 
h MN is a real-valued function of the form 
hMN(x) = a$l % (1 - e+), O~x<<, (2.2) 
where ai , KS are real or complex numbers, and depend on the nonnegative 
integers M, N. Since h,&x) is real, it follows that for every complex cui 
or Ki , there is a corresponding complex conjugate that belongs to the set 
(011, “z t..., OIN ; Kl, Kz >...> KN). The role of the integer M will become clear 
in Section 4. Under certain conditions on f and h,, , the number 1,&f, t) 
is equal to or close to f (t), and for this reason IMN(f, t) is said to be an I,,,N 
approximant of f(t). 
Let I,,f denote the function defined by the set of all couples (t, IMN(f, t)); 
clearly the domain of this function is T. Let IMN denote the operator defined 
by the set of all couples (f, IMNj) where f E F. Let 1,&t) denote the functional 
defined by the set of all couples (f, I&f, t)) where f E F. 
The above notation for number I&f, t), function IMNf, operator IMN 
and functional 1,&t), is used also when IMN is replaced by another operator, 
such as L, EMN , JMN, defined later. 
It can be readily verified that 
I&f, t) = t-l gl &L (f, 5) 3 
where L(f, s) is the Laplace integral off, that is 
(2.3) 
L(f, s) = [“f(X) e-SA dh (2.4) 
JO 
and s is a complex number such that the improper integral converges to a 
finite limit. 
In applications, there is frequently need to approximate f (t) in terms of 
finite number of values of L(f, 3). Any process that gives the required 
approximant is called numerical inversion of Laplace transforms. Equation 
(2.3) provides a useful quadrature formula for performing such inversion. 
Let 
T, = (t: BMN > u,,t, t > 0}, (2.5) 
BMN = mpin{Re(ori)}, (2.6) 
0, = inf(u: frk)(X) = O(eoh), X -+ co, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n>, (2.7) 
f (*) denotes the Kth derivative off. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let f E F. Then T, C T. 
Proof. f E F implies that there is a C > 0 and a real u such that 
j f(x)1 < Ce”” for every h 2 0. Hence for every 6 > 0, t E T, implies 
where tai = Re(ol,) - at. Clearly if t E T, , then for any E > 0 there is a 
S, such that 
that is, the improper integral I&f, t) converges to a finite limit provided 
tET,. 
Let A denote the set of all elements in F such that f(h) = O(eeA), h+ 00 
for every E > 0. Obviously, for every f E -4, if BMN > 0 then T, = [0, a) 
and T, = T. For many purposes the space A is adequately large. It includes 
all functions f, such that f (h) = O(@), X + co, where m is an integer. 
Let B denote the set of all elements in F such that f is bounded on [0, co). 
Clearly B C A. The assumptions that f E B and Oz,, > 0, have the following 
consequences: 
(a) T = T0 = [O, oo), 
(b) IMNf is bounded on [0, co), 
(c) by Theorems 2.2 and 3.3 IMNf is continuous on [0, CO). 
It can therefore be concluded that f E B implies that IMNf E B, provided 
cc,, > 0. 
Notice that gMN < 0 and us > 0 together imply that T, is empty. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f E F. Then IMNf is analytic in T, - (0). 
Proof. Consider Eq. (2.3). L(f, S) is analytic in the half-plane Re(s) > a,, 
(see, for example, [IS]). Hence L(f, TOZJ is analytic for all real T such that 
T Re(ol,) > u0 . Since the function t-l is analytic for all t # 0, it follows that 
I,,f is analytic in T,, - (0). 
A corollary of this theorem is that if f E A then I,,f is continuous on 
(0, co), provided dMN > 0. 
If the domain T of IMNf is not equal to [0, co), then there are points t in 
[0, 00) for which I&f, t) is not defined. However, for such points the 
analytic continuation of IMNf may be defined. For example, IMN(eA, t) is not 
defined for large t, but its analytical continuation is defined. Notice that as 
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t -+ 03, et -+ co; but Cc, Ki(t - oli)-l, which is the analytical continuation 
of IMN(eA, t), tends to zero, and therefore is not a good approximant. 
It is easy to deduce from (2.3) that if L(f, ) s or its analytical continuation 
is bounded on a neighborhood of s = 0, then I,,.& f, t) or its analytical 
continuation tends to zero as t -+ 00. 
The linearity of I MN approximants is stated as follows. Let fi , fi EF; 
if t E T(f,) n T(f,) then 
IMN(%fl + %fs 9 t) = G.fiV(fl > t) + 4.+fN(fi 9 t), (23) 
where a, and a, are arbitrary numbers. Moreover, suppose that fi , fi E A 
and f = a& + a.& , then linearity is expressed more simply by 
provided B,, > 0. 
The real numbers clc are defined by 
N K. 
cx=k!x-&, k = 0, 1, 2,.... 
t-1 % 
THEOREM 2.3. Let k be a nonnegative integer and let f(X) = Xk for all 
A>O. Tkenforallt>O 
I&f, t, = Cktk, (2.10) 
if and only if cCMN > 0. 
Proof. A necessary and sufficient condition for convergence of the 
improper integral I&h”, t) to a finite limit is &,, > 0. If the integral 
converges, it does so to the limit cktk. 
This theorem shows that if 6& > 0, then the function tk retains its form 
when acted upon by an IMN operator. Also, if the number ck is equal to one, 
then IMN behaves exactly like the identity operator when acting on tk. The 
numbers c, and functions tk are, respectively, said to be eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of I,, . 
By Theorem 2.3 and the linearity of IMN , the following result is obtained. 
Let f(t) = c;-rJ %ct *. Then I&f, t) = xi=,, ug,tk for all t 3 0 if and 
only if 6ZMN > 0. 
On the space F, let I denote the linear identity operator such that f = If; 
and let I(f, t) denote the value of If at t. Clearly f (t) = I(f, t) for all t > 0. 
I(f, t) is conveniently represented by the Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
J(f, t) = Ioaf (4 d [k (+) + cl , t E [O, m)- (2.11) 
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The kernel h is the unit step-function, that is 
h(x) = 0 O<x<l 
= 1 l<x<co. 
(2.12) 
The number c is arbitrary, and is usually taken equal to zero. 
The difference f(t) - IMN(f, t), called truncation error, is denoted by 
E,,(f, t). From (2.1) and (2.11) follows the equation 
E,m(f, t) = Sbof(h) d [h (+) - h,wv (;) + C] , t E T> (2.13) 
where c is arbitrary. 
Suppose now that f~ B and aMN > 0. Then from (2.13) it follows that 
for all t 3 0 
(2.14) 
where llfll = ~up[s,~) If(h)\, and Vsm[g(x)] denotes the total variation of 
g(x) on [0, oo). It is well known (see, for example, [22]) that Vom[h - h,,] is 
the norm of the linear functional EMN(t) defined on the normed space B, 
that is 
Vom[h - h,] = sup 
fsB.llfl/+O 
’ “;T”:; r)’ . (2.15) 
Notice that Vom[h - h,,,,] is independent of t. 
The above argument clearly shows that the efficacy of all IMN operations 
in the space B is characterised by VoVom[h - h,,], and leads to the following 
definition. Given two operators IMN and I,$,,, , then I$,,, is said to be better 
than I,v, on the space B, if and only if 
Volom[h - h&,r] < Va/,“[h - h,,ml. (2.16) 
A less rigorous development of this concept of the efficacy of an IMN 
operator can be carried out in terms of the Dirac delta function and the 
Riemann integral [32]. Th e concept provides a rule for the construction of 
I MN > . that is, a rule for the selection of the set {a1 , E, ,..., 01~ ; K1 , Ka ,..., KN}. 
In practice certain restrictions are imposed on (ai , Ki}; for example, co = 1. 
The rule therefore is to choose {ai , Ki} so that, in some sense, hMN(x) is an 
optimal approximant to h(x), subject to given restrictions. For the space B 
optimality means that Vom[h - h,,] is minimal. 
The concept of efficacy of an IMN p o erator defined by (2.14), (2.15) and 
(2.16) has several analogs. Consider the space of all elements in F such that 
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f(r) EL,. Anticipating the result (3.24), it follows that if &,,,N > 0, cs = 1 
and or < 0 then, for all t 3 0 
I &NW t)l < IlfY4IIL, II h4NW - Wll& tl”l, (3.17) 
where p-l + q-l = 1, p > 1. The norm of the functional EMN(t) is now 
equal to 11 A,, - h IILatllq. This defines the efficacy of IMN on the space with 
seminorm 11 f(l) IJL, . Again, the concept of efficacy can be used to construct 
I MN . For example, suppose that p = 4 = 2 and let ai, i = 1,2 ,..., N, be 
given distinct numbers such that Oz,, > 0. The optimal numbers & , 
i = 1, 2,..., N, are those that minimize 
s OD [&N(X) - 441” dx, ” (3.18) 
subject to the restriction cs = 1. These optimal numbers exist uniquely, 
and are readily computed by means of conventional linear least-squares 
methods. Typically, the numbers 01~ are given equally spaced on the positive 
real axis, or on a vertical line to the right of the axis of imaginaries. For 
ai = 2i and N = 10, the numbers Ki that minimize (3.18) with c,, = 1 are 
tabulated [36]. Notice that since cc, = 1 and SMMN > 0, it follows by Theorem 
3.3 that IMr,,(f, t) df(0) as t -+ O+, and by Theorem 2.3 that the equation 
h&f, t) =f h Id 0 s w enever f is a constant function. h 
Qualitative insight into the nature of IMr,, is gained by sketching the graphs 
of hm and f against h. By Theorem 2.3 if &,,N > 0 and c, = 1, then 
ia dhMN (f) = 1. 
For any small 6 in [0, 11, let E be the smallest positive number such that 
j-/h,N(;) =1 -86, A = [t(1 - E), t(l + e)]. (3.20) 
Equations (3.19) and (3.20) imply that 
s,,dhm(+) =a, (3.21) 
where (1 U A* = [0, co). If h,, is a good approximant to h on [O, cc) 
then 6 and E are small. Write 
I&f, t) = j- f dhm + j- f dhhfN - 
A A* 
(3.22) 
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Obviously iff is sufficiently constant on A thens, fdhMMN is a good approximant 
to f (t). Notice that the size of A is directly proportional to t, and an increase 
in t can be interpreted as a horizontal change of scale in the graph of h,, 
With the above ideas in mind, consider for example f(h) = sin A, and 
imagine its graph superimposed on that of hMN(X/t) in Fig. 1. For t not 
FIG. 1. Graph of h~~(Xlt) against X corresponding to P(9, 10). 
greater than about 4rr, the function f is sufficiently constant on A, and 
Sn* f&m is negligible; and hence IMN(f, t) is close to f (t). The same treat- 
ment of the function f, which is the unit-step changing at X = 1, reveals that 
IM,(f, t) has Gibbs oscillations corresponding to the oscillations of h,, . 
3. ACCURACY AT LARGE AND SMALL t 
This section is concerned mainly with the accuracy of IMN(f, t) as t + 00 
and as t -+ O+. It is shown that under appropriate conditions on f and 
h MN, truncation error l&,&f, t) = O(P), where the integer k is negative 
for large t and positive for small t. These results suggest rules for the 
construction of JMN . 
Let dk denote real numbers defined by 
dl, - f Kiciit, for k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
i=l 
(3.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f tzF and o < 0. 
(a) Then 
~‘df, 4 = W% t--t co, (3.2a) 
JhMN(fr t) = O(t-l), t--t co. (3.2b) 
(b) If a, = 0, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., m (3.3) 
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I,,(j, t) = O(t++2)), t--t co, (3.4a) 
E&f, t) = O(t++2)), t-+ co. (3.4b) 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that T,, includes all sufficiently large t, 
and therefore by Theorem 2.1, IMN(f, t) exists for all t sufficiently large. 
The hypotheses also imply that L(f, ) s is analytic at s = 0, which means that 
L(f, s) can be represented in a neighborhood of s = 0 by its Taylor series. 
Consequently, the following expansion, which is valid for all t sufficiently 
large, is obtained from (2.3). 
I&&f, t) = i LL@)(f, 0). k~o h!t”+’ 
The assertions of the Theorem are now easily verified. 
The result (3.4b) h as obvious significance for the utility of IMN , and leads 
to the following definition. The operator IMN is said to be of order m + 1 
for large t, if and only if the condition on IMN defined by (3.3) holds and 
d m+l # 0. In Section 4, IMN o p erators that have this property are constructed. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Jo B and let j(t) have a finite limit as t + CO. Let 
GMN > 0. Then 
vz ~hfiv(f, t) = co p f (t). (34 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that To = [O,co) and therefore, by Theorem 
2.1, I&f, t) exists for all t 2 0. Let Lim,,, j(t) = I and write j(t) = 
g(t) + 1. Clearlyg(t) -+ 0 as t 4 co, and g satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 
3.1. Consequently, I,,(g, t) + 0, as t-j CO. By the linearity of IMN it 
follows that IMN(f, t) = 1,&g, t) + J&Z, t) for all t > 0. If ZMN > 0 then, 
by Theorem 2.3, I&I, t) = c,Z. Therefore I&f, t) -+ c,Z as t -+ 0~). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f e F. If&, > 0, then 
;~@df9 t> = Cof (0) (3.7) 
and 
JWNV, 0) = Co f (Oh (3.8) 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, I,,( j, t) exists for all t sufficiently small. By 
Theorem 2.3, 1,&j(O), t) = coj(0) for all t > 0. Consequently, by the 
linearity of IMN it is true that for all sufficiently small t 
hfN(f7 t) - c0.m = Gfdf - f (Oh th 
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which becomes, after change of variable, 
IMN(f, t> - cOf(o) = /om if@) -f(O)] dhdx) 
(3.9) 
Clearly f E F implies that there are real numbers C > 0 and a such that 
i f(4 - f(W < C@, for all x 3 0, 
Therefore for any t E To and any 6 > 0 there is a 6, such that j s; j < e/2 
for every 6 > 6, . Clearly GMN > 0 implies that Vom[hMMhT(x)] is bounded. 
Hence, 
The continuity off implies that for any 6 > 0 there is a to E To such that 
I si j < c/2 for every 0 < t < to ; hence I I,,&f, t) - c, f (O)] < E for every 
0 < t < to ; which means that (3.7) is true. On setting t = 0 in (3.9) the 
equation (3.8) is obtained. Equations (3.7) and (3.8) mean that IMNf is 
continuous at t = 0. 
The analyticity of IMNf in To - {0}, and its continuity at t = 0, imply 
that IMNf is continuous on To. 
THEOREM 3.4. (a) Let f ck) EF for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, and let f cn+l) be 
continuous on [0, a). Let oli # 0 for i = 1,2 ,..., N, and t E T, . Then 
I.&f, t) = go $ ckf @+(O) + RMN,n(t), (3.10) 
RMN,Jt) = Jbm f ‘Iz+“(X) $ t” -$ e--/\@ dh, (3.11) 
i-l 
(b) Let f (k) E F for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n + 1. Let BMN > 0. Then 
R MN,&) = o(tn+l>, t-r-O+. (3.12) 
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Proof. (a) By hypothesis the functions f(“) and f tk+i) are continuous 
on [0, 61, 6 > 0; therefore partial integration gives 
Jo8 f (*+l)(/\) e-h6/t dh =f(k)(S) e--lailt _ f (Q(O) + J$ J8f(k)(X) e-A@ilt dh. 
0 
Hence, f tk) EF implies that as 6 -+ co 
L(f(k+l+) =TL(fG-$5) -f’“‘(()), (3.13) 
provided t E T& . Therefore if 01~ # 0, it follows that 
L (f(k),+) =~f(n(o)+dL(f’““,~). (3.14) 
From this one can readily deduce that if the hypotheses hold and t E T, , 
then 
L (f, +) = f (2-)“‘f (k)(O) + (-J-)“” L (f (n+1), +) . (3.15) 
k-0 2 2 
Multiplying by Kilt, summing with respect to i, and interchanging the 
order of summation and integration, the results (3.10) and (3.11) are obtained. 
(b) The hypotheses imply that there are real numbers u and C > 0, 
such that 1 f (n+l)(A)l < CPA for all h > 0. Hence, 
If B,, > 0, then there are positive real numbers C, and tl , such that 
t-(n+l) 1 lPMN,%(t)( < Cl f or all t E (0, tl). This means that (3.12) is true, 
Taylor’s formula with remainder is 
f(t) = go gf (kYO) + Ut). (3.16) 
Iff (n+l) is continuous on [0, t], then R,(t) is represented by the integral 
R,(t) = jot f (n+l)(A) @ ,I” dh (3.17a) 
= lrn f (n+l)(A) 5 (1 - f)” [ 1 - h (+)] dh. (3.17b) 
On comparing (3.10) with (3.16) and (3.11) with (3.17b), remarkable 
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similarities of form can be seen. Differentiating the kernel of (3.11) n times 
with respect to X the expression (- 1)” [c, - h,,] is obtained, and similarly 
differentiating the kernel of (3.17b) the expression (-1)” [l - h] is obtained. 
Consequently if c0 = 1 and h,, is an approximant to h, then the kernel of 
(3.11) is an approximant to the kernel of (3.17b). 
Let 
and hence 
~~~,~(t) = /omf(n+l)(A) eWaAeahKMN,% (+) dh, (3.20) 
where a is arbitrary and may depend on t. It is now possible to state a corollary 
of Theorem 3.4(a). 
COROLLARY (a). Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4(a) 
EMNtf> t, = k$o;,(k,, [I - ck] + fMN,n(t)* (3.21) 
This result provides the following bounds on truncation error. 
1 Em(f> t>l < & ; 1 f’“‘(o)\ i 1 - ck I + 1 PMN,&)l . (3.22) 
Let B,, > t Re(a), and f (la+l)(A) = O(eq”), h -+ CO, a < Re(a), then 
(3.23) 
wherep-l + q-l = I, p > 1. Expression (3.24) is obtained by means of Hiilder’s 
inequality. 
From (3.17) it follows that R,(t) = O(P+~), t -+ 0+, whence 
COROLLARY (b). Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4(b) 
PMN.&) = O(tn+l), t-O+. (3.25) 
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If the leading n + 1 eigenvalues c, of IMN are equal to one, then, using 
(3.21) and (3.25), it follows that 
J%N(f, t) = O(tn+l), t-+0+. (3.26) 
An operator IMN is said to be of order n + 1 for small t if, and only if, 
ck = 1, h = 0, l,..., n, c,+, # 1 and dMN > 0. It is of interest in applications 
to know under what assumptions on the function f, an I,,,N operator of order 
n + 1 for small t implies the relation (3.26). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f E F; assume that there is a T > 0 such that f(n) is 
continuous on [0, T], f h+l) exists everywhere in (0, T) and is bounded on (0, 7). 
Let GMN > 0. Then 
IMN(f - P, , t) = w+% t-+0+, 
EMN(f - Pn , t, = o(tn+l), t--to+, 
where 
p,(t) = i f yo); . 
k-0 
Proof. Let g(X) = p%(h) + B(h), where 
B(h) = f (n+yX) & , for all h E [0, ~1 
= e(T), for all h > 7 
and x E (0, h). F or every h E [0, ~-1 choose x so that g(h) = f(h); Taylor’s 
theorem asserts that such a value of x exists. By the linearity of IMN it follows 
that for all t E T,(f), 
I&f - P, > t) = I.44 t) + ?m(f - g9 t)* (3.27) 
Since f (n+l) is bounded on (0, T) it follows that there is a C, such that 
1 8(h)/ < CIhn+r for all h E [0, co), and hence 
(3.28) 
f EF implies that for some positive u and C, 
I f(4 - g(4l G CzeoX for all h E [0, co), 
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where ai = Re(or,) - at. Clearly (3.27) (3.28) and (3.29) imply that for 
some positive t, and C 
I I&&f - P, 2 q G an+’ for all t E (0, tl). 
From (3.27) one can infer that there is a 6 E T,,(f) n [O, T] such that for 
every t E [0, S] 
J%N(f - P, 3 t) = w - hdf - P, 5 t) 
and hence for some t, > 0 
I J%N(f - p, , t)l d tn+l[C, + cl for all t E (0, LJ. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, ifIMN is of order n + 1 for 
small t, then relation (3.26) holds. 
The two concepts of order of IiMN are now combined into one by the 
following definition. An operator IMN is said to be of order (m + 1, n + 1) 
if and only if IMN is of order m + 1 for large t and of order n + 1 for small t. 
This concept of order can be interpreted as a generalization of the classical 
notion of the order of an operator that generates a polynomial approximant; 
for example the Taylor approximant. Whereas a polynomial is capable of 
approximating well only in the vicinity of t = 0, and accordingly gives rise 
to a concept of order represented by one integer, IMNf is capable of approxi- 
mating well simultaneously in the vicinities of t = 0 and t-l = 0, and 
therefore gives rise to a concept of order represented by a couple of integers. 
An operator IMN oforder(m+l,n+l)issaidtohavegradem+n+2. 
Obviously the grade of IMN cannot be greater than 2N. An operator is said 
to have full grade if, and only if, it has grade 2N. Operators of full grade are 
constructed in Section 4. 
It is unlikely that any one type of IMN 0 p erator can serve equally well in all 
applications. It is therefore useful to have general rules or principles that can 
be applied to construct IEnN operators with the appropriate characteristics 
for a given application. Three rules have emerged so far. The freedom is 
obviously in the choice of the 2N numbers 0~~ , K, . 
Rule 1 
To ensure that IMNf has high accuracy for small t it is sufficient to choose 
{ai , Ki} so that I,, is of order n + 1 for small t and n + 1 is large. This also 
guarantees that 1,&P, t) = tk for k = 0, l,..., n. 
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Rule 2 
To ensure that, whenever era < 0, I,,f has high accuracy for large t, it is 
sufficient to choose {ai, Ki} so that 12MN is of order m + 1 for large t and 
m + 1 is large. 
Rule 3 
The integer 2N - (m + n + 2) represents the degree of freedom re- 
maining after Rules 1 and 2 have been applied. If this integer is greater than 
zero, then the freedom may be utilized to make h&x) in some sense as close 
as possible to h(x) on [0, m). 
Several IMN operators have been constructed by following various com- 
binations of the above rules. Extensive numerical tests with these operators 
have confirmed the validity of the rules. 
A question that arises is whether Rule 1 and Rule 2 are in any sense 
equivalent to Rule 3. Specifically, whether increasing the grade of IIMN makes 
h,&x) closer to h(x). By Theorem 2.3, it follows that IMN is of order n + 1 
for small t if and only if 
/smPd[/z(+)-A,,(+)] =0 fork=0,1,2,...,n (331) 
#O fork =71+ 1. 
. 
This expression implies that h,,(x) is a good approximant to h(x) for large x. 
It is easy to verify that 
lP(0) - l&$(O) = 0 fork = 1,2, 3 ,..., m + 1 
(3.32) 
#O fork=m+2, 
holds if and only if IMN is of order m + 1 for large t. Expression (3.32) 
together with the fact that h(0) - h&O) = 0, imply that h,&x) is a good 
approximant to h(x) for small X. It can therefore be concluded that increasing 
the grade of I,, makes h,,( x c oser to h(x) on [0, co) in the sense of (3.31) ) 1 
and (3.32). While keeping the grade of IMN constant, it is obvious that by 
changing m and II a tradeoff can be effected between the closeness of h,+,,(x) 
to h(x) at small x and that at large x. 
Figure 1 shows the graph of &r,,(x) corresponding to the operator I,,,, of 
full grade and of order (0, 20). Evidently the graph is close to that of h(x). 
Notice that in this graph the oscillations are pronounced in the interval 
[0, 11, but are quickly damped for x > 1. Moreover, because of the trade-off 
implied by (3.31) and (3.32) the graph of h,,,,(x) corresponding to 15,10 of 
full grade and of order (4, 16), deviates less from h(x) in [0, I], but more for 
x > 1, when compared with the graph of Fig. 1. 
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To appreciate the effect on I,,,,Nf of the oscillations of h,, , let f be the 
unit step-function, stepping at t = 1, so that L(f, s) = s-Q-“. From (2.3) 
it is clear that l&&f, t) = c,, - h&t-l). Evidently oscillations in h,, are 
mapped in an obvious manner into oscillations in IMJ. The mapping leaves 
the magnitude of the oscillations unchanged, but oscillations in h,, spread 
over the interval (0, l] are in IMN(f, t) spread over the much longer interval 
L a>. 
The argument given above for the special case of a step-function, can 
be generalized to any ftz-F that has large total variation on an interval 
[to , tJ, but has small total variation on any other interval of the same size. 
Such a function is said to be rapid on [to, t,], and examples in the next 
section show that suitable reduction in the value of the integer M leads to 
improved accuracy of IMNf for t > t1 . This is to be expected, since reduction 
in M results in better approximation of h,,(x) to h(x) on [0, 11. See also the 
graphical argument at the end of Section 2. 
4. IMh’ OPERATORS OF FULL GRADE 
Let M, N denote nonnegative integers, and let 
AMN(x) 
e&k = B,N(x, , (4.1) 
where 
&NW = B,&f(-4, (4.2) 
BMN(x, = 5 (M + iv - f+ N! xk 
Ic=o (M + N)! (N - h)! %f * (4.3) 
It is known [20] that ezN is the unique and irreducible rational function 
such that 
e -* _ e;N = &4+N+l + U2ZM+N+2 + .‘. , (4.4) 
where a, # 0 (see also [7, 13-J). The function e$N is called the (M/N) Pad6 
approximant of e+. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x be a complex number. Then 
(4 BA.f,N&) = v $B,,(x). (4.5) 
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(b) There is no number z such that 
BM.N-l(4 = &w.N(4 = 0. (4.6) 
(c) There are N distinct values of x such that 
BMN(Z) = 0. (4.7) 
(d) There is a unique set of numbers c+ , o~z ,..., a,,, ; K1 , K, ,..., KN ; 
A, A ,..., /LN such that 
(4.8) 
PYOOJ? (a) Equation (4.5) is obtained by differentiation of (4.3). 
(b) It follows from (4.4) that 
AMM.N-l(Z) = eGM+N + e#.f+N+l + . . . , AMN(Z) 
BMN@) BMM.N-& 
(4.9) 
where e, # 0. Hence 
-b&4 B~.~-d4 - AWN-44 h&4 = e&“+N- (4.10) 
The right-hand side is zero if, and only if, z = 0. At z = 0 the polynomials 
BMd4 and RWN( z 1 are not equal to zero. Clearly then there is no value of a 
such that (4.6) holds. 
(c) Since B,,(z) is a polynomial of degree N, it has N zeros. That 
these zeros are distinct follows from parts (a) and (b) of the Lemma, and 
the easily verifiable fact that the zeros of a polynomial are distinct if, and 
only if, the polynomial and its derivative have no zeros in common. 
(d) Since the zeros of B,,(z) are distinct, ezN has the unique decom- 
position (4.8), (see, for example, [l]). 
Let P(M, N) denote the set of numbers q, Ki , & that satisfy (4.8). 
These numbers are easily computed numerically to more than 10 s.f. by 
standard methods for all M, N < 20. If M < N, then P(M, N) is specifically 
denoted P(M < N), and if M 3 N then P(M, N) is specifically denoted by 
P(M > N). There are no & in P(M < N). 
It can readily be shown that I,+,N(e-A, t) = e&, for t E T if, and only if, 
IMN is characterized by P(M < N). 
This section is concerned only with the class of all IIMN operators charac- 
terized by P(M < N). The subclass of these such that M = N - 1 was 
also considered elsewhere [33] in connection with the inversion of Laplace 
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transforms. Of special interest is the subclass with the property BMN > 0. 
It has been proved [3] that the poles of e;& have negative real part. The 
same is true of e;cp,N [9]. Th ere ore f 8,-r., > 0 and ~&-a,~ > 0 for all 
N >, 1, respectively, for P(N - 1, N) and P(N - 2, N). General results 
of this kind are not yet available for M not equal to N -- 1 or N - 2, but it is 
easy to test by numerical computation whether or not gMN > 0. In fact the 
results of Table 1 are obtained by means of Routh’s algorithm. 
LEMMA 4.2. The following two statements are equivalent. 
(4 
(b) ck -k fik = 1, k = 0, 1, 2 ,,.a, (M + N); C,4g-tN+l f 1, (4.12) 
d, = 0, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (N - M - 2); C&T-~-~ # 0 (4.13) 
M<N-2. 
Proof. Suppose that (4.11) holds, then, since ezN is analytic at z = 0, the 
second sum on the right-hand side has the expansion 
(4.14) 
Clearly (4.4), (4.11) and (4.14) imply (4.12). Suppose that (N - M - 2) is 
nonnegative. Hence, after the change of variable w = z-l, the right-hand 
side of (4.11) is analytic at w = 0, and has the expansion 
(4.15) 
On replacing z-l by w in the right-hand side of (4.1) and equating to the 
right-hand side of (4.15), it readily follows that (4.13) holds. Conversely, 
using the forms of (4.14) and (4.15) and the fact that e&$ is unique, it is 
easily proved that (b) imples (a). 
THEOREM 4.3. LetI,, be characterised by P(M < N). Then 
(a) IMN has full g rae,andisoforder(N-A-l,N+M+l)if, d 
and only if, A?,, > 0. 
(b) I,, isoforderN-M-lforlarget. 
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Proof. The Theorem is readily established from the definitions of order, 
grade and P(M, N), and by means of Lemma 4.2. 
Notice in particular that for the operators IN-I,N and INN--2,N to have full 
grade and to be of order, respectively, (0, 2N) and (1, 2N - 1) it is necessary 
and sufficient that the operators are characterized, respectively, by P(N- 1, .V) 
and P(N-2, N). 
The results of this section and the Theorems of previous sections are 
readily applied to prove the assertions of the Theorem that follows. Parts 
of this Theorem were stated elsewhere without proof [39]. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let I,,,,N be characterized by P(M < N). 
(a) Let f be a polynomial of degree not greater than M + N. Then 
I,,( f, t) == f(t) for all t 3 0 if and only if B,,, > 0. 
(b) Let f E F and CT < 0. Then 
I&f, t) = O(t-‘N-““‘), t+ a, (4.16) 
E&f, t) = O(t-‘N-M)), t--t co. (4.17) 
(c) Let f E F; assume that there is a T > 0 such that f vuN) is continuous 
on [0, T], f (“+N-l) exists everywhere in (0, T) and is bounded on (0, T). Let 
B,, > 0. Then 
&4A4f, t) = w”+N+l), t-o+. (4.18) 
(d) Let f(“) EF for k = 0, l,..., M + N, and let f(“+N+l) be continuous 
on [0, co). Let t E T, . Then 
M+N t” 
IMN(f, t> = ,.;, nftk)(0) + RMN(t), (4.19) 
R,,(t) = Ioffi f (M+N+l)(h) $I s e--aih’t d/\. 
z 
(4.20) 
(e) Let f ck) EF for k = 0, I, 2 ,..., M + N -+ 1. Let GxrN > 0. Therl 
RMN(t) = O(tM*Ny, t-+0+. (4.21) 
Clearly the properties (4.17) and (4.18) are important in the approximation 
of a function on the entire half-line [O, co), since the property (4.17) ensures 
good accuracy for large t, while the property (4.18) ensures good accuracy 
for small t. The grade of I,,,N is independent of M, but by changing M, 
a tradeoff is effected between accuracy at large t and accuracy at small t. 
Furthermore, by the argument at the end of Section 3, among a class of IMhr 
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operators of a given grade, the operator having the smallest value of M gives 
the best accuracy in IMNf for t > tr , whenever the function f is rapid on 
[t,, , tr]. Numerical Examples 4.1 and 4.2 in this section demonstrate this 
behavior. 
Various applications of IMN app roximants to engineering problems have 
been reported [34, 35, 411. In certain engineering contexts, favorable com- 
parisons of .lMN app roximants with other methods of numerical inversion of 
Laplace transforms have been made [2, 121. It should be noted that if the 
inverse of a Laplace transform is required at more than M + N + 1 points t 
in an interval [0, ~1, then it may be more economical and approximately 
as accurate, to construct a polynomial which interpolates M + N + 1 values 
of IMN(f, t) on [0, ~1. Th e saving is worthwhile if the evaluation of the trans- 
form L(f, q/t) is costly. The following numerical results are relevant. Using 
Chebyshev series (see, for example, [IO]) to interpolate M + N + 1 
values of IMN(f, t) on [0, T], for 7 = 10, f(t) = e-0.2t sin t and 
(M, N) = (9, lo), (7, S), (5,6), (3,4), (5, IO); it is found that the maximal 
interpolation error is, respectively, about lo-lo, IO-‘, 10-4, 10e2, IO-’ and 
is not greater than the maximal value of 1 E&f, t)l on [0, IO]. Indeed at 
approximately t = 4.4, 1 EMN(f, t)] is equal to the maximal interpolation 
error for all the values of (M, N) cited. 
The roundoff error generated by the quadrature inversion formula (2.3) 
may exceed truncation error when M + N is greater than a number dependent 
on the precision of the arithmetic. By inspection of the expression (2.9) 
for co, it is seen that the roundoff error incurred in computing this expression 
is roughly the same as the roundoff error for the inversion formula (2.3). 
Therefore, since co = 1, a useful estimate of roundoff error for (2.3) is given 
by 1 - co(d), where c,(d) denotes the value of co calculated with d-decimals 
floating arithmetic. For M = 9, N = 10 it is found that 1 - ~~(10) < lo-’ 
and 1 - ~~(14) < IO-ll. Also for all 0 < M <N < 6, 1 - ~~(14) < 10-13. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 4.1. Let f (t) = t+ + e-lmt. Hence, 
L(f, s) = (s + l)-’ + (S + lOOO)-1. 
Let 
$2 = {t : t = IO-2(10-2)10}. 
It is found that 
rgljx ( E,,,,(f, t)l = 1.8 x 10-a; the maximum occurs at t = 0.2, 
rn$x 1 Es,lo(f, t)l = 2.1 x 1O-s; the maximum occurs at t = 3 x 10-2. 
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It is also found that maxtcR 1 J&,,(e-“, t)i < lo-‘, 
ryy ] E9,10(e-10wA, t)j = 1.8 X 10m2; the maximum occurs at t = 0.2, 
max [ Es,lO(e-*(looA, t)] = 2.1 X 10V5; the maximum occurs at t = 3 x 10b2. IER 
These results show that it is the component e-iOsOt that makes the largest 
contribution to EMN( f, t) on the set Q; and furthermore, that this contribution 
is substantially reduced by changing M from 9 to 5. Notice that the relatively 
large total variation off on the interval [O, 1O-2] is due to the term e-lWt. 
The function f is rapid on [0, 10W2]. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 4.2. Let f (t) = (4&z)-112 exp[-(&)-I], hence 
L(f, t) = exp(--sl/z). 
Let 
It is found that 
n = {t : t = 0.1 (0.1) IO} 
yey I Eg.u,(f, t)l = 370 x 1O-4; the maximum occurs at t = 10, 
yey I J%.lO(f~ t>l = lo-4; the maximum occurs at t = 0.5. 
Also, I 4&f, O.l)l = 8 x 1O-5, I 4,,df, 0.41 = 8 x 1~~ and I E,,,,(f, t>l 
increases quickly towards the maximal value as t increases. On the other hand 
1 l&,,(f, t)[ > 10~~ for most values of t in 52. The function f is rapid on 
[O, 0.51. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 4.3. Let f(t) = Jo(t), hence 
L(f, s) = (1 + s2)-1/2. 
t Ldf, t) LCf, t) f(t) 
1 0.7651942 0.7651976 0.7651977 
2 0.22362 0.22391 0.2238908 
3 -0.257 -0.2591 - 0.2600520 
4 -0.366 -0.3941 -0.3971498 
It is also found that 15slo(f, t) agrees with f (t) to 3 s.f. for t = 0.1 (0.1)8. 
The same agreement is found for 1,,8(f, t), with the exception of t = 2.4 
where agreement is to 2 s.f. Notice that both ls,iO and I,., are of order 16 
for small t. 
409/50/I-15 
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5. JMN APPROXIMANTS 
Let M, N be nonnegative integers. Let f E F and let f (k)(O) exist for K = 
0, 1,2,..., (M - N>. A Jam PP a roximant off(t) is an expression of the form 
M-N 
JhfN(f, t) = k; &f’k’(o) $ + IMN(f, t), t E T, (5.1) 
where T is the set of all nonnegative numbers such that I,,(f, t) exists. 
In this section attention is restricted to the class of all JMN operators 
characterised by P(M, N); that is to say, the numbers 0~~ , Ki , j& of (5.1) 
are defined uniquely by (4.8). It is known that Oz,, > 0 [5]. Also notice that 
the (M/N) Padt approximant e;> to e-z can be expressed in the form 
N!(-x)~~F~(-M, N + 1; z-l) 
“’ = M! z”2F,(-N, M + 1; -x-r) ’ (5.2) 
(see [19,21,30]), and thus if M - N is equal to zero or an even positive 
integer then aMN > 0, [29]. On application of Routh’s algorithm to the 
denominator of e;> it is found that &,, > 0 for all 1 < N ,< M ,< 20. 
Clearly, 
]MN(f, t) = IMN(f, t) forM<N, (5.3) 
lMN(f, t, = iof (k)(o) ; for N = 0, (5.4) 
JMN(e ‘, t> = e$N . (5.5) 
Equation (5.3) indicates that JMN can be regarded as a generalization of 
I MN, and (5.4) shows that JIMN can be regarded as a generalization of the 
Taylor approximant. 
It is also obvious that if f (*J(O) = 0 for k = 0, 1,2,..., M - N, then the 
JMN approximant off reduces to an I,,,N approximant. 
The application of JMN to numerical inversion of Laplace transforms is 
effected with 
JA~N(~, t) = rgN& gf (W) + t-l $I K,L (5 $-) - 
The well known formulae 
(5.6) 
f’“‘(0) = F*z sL( f (*), s), (5.7) 
L( f (k+l), s) = sL(f(“‘, s) - f’“‘(0) (5.8) 
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suggest a general way of computing f(“)(O) for k = 0, 1,2,..., M - IV, from 
the Laplace transforml(f, s). WhenL(f, ) s is a rational function, the numbers 
f(“)(O) are easily obtained on expanding L(f, s) in a Taylor series about 
s-l = 0 by division of the polynomials. In certain initial-value problems the 
numbers f(“)(O) are given (see Section 6). 
THEOREM 5.1. The following properties hold for any JMN characterised by 
P(M, N) such that I&,, > 0. 
(a) Let f be a polynomial of degree not greater than M + N. Then 
JMN(f, t> = f (4 for a0 t b 0. 
(b) Let f EF; Zet f tk)(0) exist for h = 0, 1,2,..., M - N; assume that 
there is a -r > 0 such that f (“+N) is continuous on [0, T], f (“+N+l) exists every- 
where in (0, T) and is bounded on (0, T). Then 
f@) - JMN(f, t, = o(tM+N+l), t-+0+. (5.9) 
(c) Let f(“) EF for k = 0, l,..,, M + N, and f(“+N+l) be continuous 
on [0, co), Let t E T, . Then 
M+Ntk 
JMN(f, t, = ,c, Hf'k'(o) + RMN(Lh 
where the form of RMMN(t) is defined by (4.20). 
(d) Letf(“‘EFfor h = 0, 1, 2 ,..., M + N + 1. Then 
R,,(t) = O(tM+N+l), t-+0+. 
Proof. 
(a) Let 
M+N 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
then 
f@) = c aktkj 
k=O 
M+N 
JMN(f, t> = ,co d.wN(Ak, t). 
Hence by virtue of Theorem 2.3 
M+N 
= z. ak(bk + ck) tk 
and by Lemma 4.2 /& + ck = 1. 
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(b) By Theorem 3.5 
f(t) - IMN(f, t) = kzo g f’“‘(O) 11 - %I + w”+N+‘)7 t-to+. 
Hence 
M+N tk 
f@) - JMN(f, t, = k;. ,f’“‘t”) [I - @x: + pk)l + o(tM+N+l), t - o + 
and by Lemma 4.2 @, + ck = 1. 
(c) Follows readily from Theorem 3.4(a) and Lemma 4.2. 
(d) Follows readily from Theorem 3.4(b). 
Let f satisfy the conditions that f e F, 
f’“‘(0) = 0, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., M - N 
andforM--N+ 120 
L(f, s) = S-(M--N+I)L(g, s) gEF. 
For all t > 0, f(t) is equal to the Bromwich integral 
tM-N(2ri)-1 
I 
L(g, a/t) a-(M-N+l)ea da, M-N+f>O, 
C 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
where C is any line Re(ol) = o,t + E, c > 0 and IS,, defined by (2.7). An 
expression of the form 
(5.15) 
is said to be the Gaussian quadrature, with the weight function OI-(~-~+~) ea, 
of the Bromwich integral (5.14) f, i and only if, for all t > 0, (5.14) is equal to 
(5.15) whenever L(g, s) is a polynomial in s-l of degree not greater than 2N. 
Such a polynomial corresponds to a function f that is a polynomial of degree 
not greater than M + N, with the leading M - N + 1 terms equal to zero. 
Therefore, by Theorem 4.4a and Theorem 5. la, for any f E F that satisfies 
(5.12) and (5.13), JMN(f, t) is the Gaussian quadrature of (5.14), with the 
weight function &M--N+l) P. 
One classical method for computing the constants of a Gaussian quadrature 
involves the construction of orthogonal polynomials (see [28]). Following 
this method the constants ai , Ki of the Gaussian quadrature of the Bromwich 
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integral have been computed for M = N - 1 ([23]; see also [27] for tables 
of constants accurate to 30 s.f. for N = 2(l) 24), and for M >, N ([24]; 
see also [ 151). 
6. APPLICATION OF JMN TO INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let t, , r = 0, 1,2 ,... denote points in [0, 00) such that t, = 0, t,+l - t, = 
h, h > 0, and in general h depends on Y. Let x(t), u(t) E Rn and let A denote 
an 71 x n constant real matrix. Consider the initial value system 
dxjdt = Ax(t) + u(t), (6.1) 
x(O) = %J , (6.2) 
where x0 is given, u(t) is given for t >, 0, and u is Riemann integrable on the 
interval [tr , t,+i],, for r = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
Initial value systems of this type arise frequently in control engineering, 
and elsewhere, and the problem is to obtain numerical approximants x, to 
iv(&), for r = 1, 2, 3 ,... [31, 411. 
The following notation is useful 
x,,(s) = j-m x(tr + A) csA dh. (6.3) 
0 
It is easy to verify that x(t), as defined by (6.1) and (6.2), remain unaltered 
for all t E [t, , t,+J if u(t,. + A) is replaced by v(t,. + A), such that 
for x E [O, h], 
for A > h, 
(6.4) 
where a,(X) is subject only to the condition that Vt,(s) exists in a half-plane 
Re(s) > (I. Later it is shown how a,(A) may be chosen so as to simplify 
the calculation T/,r(s). 
After the change of variable t = t, + X and Laplace transformation, the 
equation (6.1) with U(S, + A) replaced by v(t,. + A), becomes 
Obviously, the inverse of the Laplace transform Xfr(s), evaluated at 
h, is equal to ~(tr+i). The JMN app roximant of ~(tr + A), evaluated at h, is 
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On combining (6.5) and (6.6) the following recursion is obtained 
(+I - A) Xi,, = X, + Vt, (T) , 
M-N 
X r+l = & ,&@) ; + h-l fj GG,, . (6.7b) 
In what follows it is assumed that the J MN approximant used in the above 
recursion is characterized by P(M, N) (see Sections 4 and 5). It is also 
convenient to impose the further restriction that M < N, so that the form 
of (6.7b) simplifies to 
++I = A+ + h-l 5 Ki-L - 
i-1 
(6.7~) 
For the special case M = N - 1, recursion (6.7) was first discussed 
elsewhere [37, 381. 
The difference x(c(t,.+r) - x++~ is said to be the local truncation error at 
the rth step of recursion (6.7) if, and only if, x(tJ = x, . 
By Theorem 4.4(c) or 5.1(b), the local truncation error of (6.7) is O(hM+N+l), 
h -+ O+, provided zP+~-~) is continuous on [t, , t,,,], zP+~) exists every- 
where in (tr , t7+J is bounded on (tr , t,,,) and ~9~~ > 0. 
The work needed at each step of recursion (6.7) is mainly in the solution 
of N uncoupled linear algebraic systems of dimension ?I, to obtain the vectors 
Xi,* , i = 1, 2,**., N. Actually, if N is even, the vectors K~Xi,, occur in 
complex conjugate pairs, and hence it is sufficient to obtain the solution of 
N/2 systems, and to replace (6.7~) by 
N/2 
N is even. (6.7d) 
In practice, considerable economy in the work per step is effected by 
keeping the step-length at a suitable constant value for all I, calculating 
once only, lower and upper triangular matrices L and U such that LU = 
((at/h) I - A) (see, for example, [14]) and using these matrices to compute 
Xi,, for every r. If A is a large sparse matrix, further economies are made by 
computing sparse matrices L and U by means of suitable ordered elimination. 
The vectors Vtjai/h), i = I,2 ,..., N, have to be computed from u(t). 
In many cases u is a simple function that leads immediately to an expression 
for Vtlt,((yi/h). For example, if every component of u is the unit constant 
function, then n(t,. + h) can conveniently be made equal to ~(t,. + h) for 
all h > 0, and hence, for all r, every component of Vtr(q,/h) is equal to h/q. 
In general, a simple expression for Vt>i/h) is not easily derived, but it is 
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always possible readily to compute a suitable numerical approximant to 
Vtl(c+/h). To this end the following scheme is found to work well in practice. 
Replace ~(t,. + X) by a polynomial p(h) that approximates U(S, + A) well on 
the interval [0, h]. Since 
L(hk, a*/h) = K! (h/c@+l, (6.8) 
it follows that+, olJh) is a readily obtainable polynomial in h, and provides 
an approximant to T/lt,(aJh). Replacement of u(tr + A) by p(X) causes a change 
in ~(t,,,) equal to: 
e(h) = job @(h-a) Wr + 4 - ~(41 a. (6.9) 
This integral represents a convolution operation, usually with smoothing 
effect, and hence for B(h) to be negligible it is usually sufficient to construct 
~(8 so that I u(b + 4 - p(h)1 is componentwise not greater than the permis- 
sible value of local truncation error. It is convenient and economical to use 
the method of Chebyshev interpolation to obtain the required p(h) (see, for 
example, [lo]). 
Let & denote the function defined on [0, co) by 
(b,(O) = xr 3 
(6.10) 
where A is the matrix of (6.1) and ~(tr + h) is defined in (6.4). Any recursive 
process equivalent to 
X r+1 = w+T > w, r = 1) 2, 3,. . . ) (6.11) 
where H(h) is a functional on F, is said to be a method. The method is called 
linear if, and only if, H(h) is a linear functional. Thus, recursion (6.7) is a 
linear method, since the functional in that case is J,&h), which is linear. 
A method is said to be A-stable if, and only if, when applied with constant 
step length h of any value to the scalar problem 
dx/dt = %x(t), 2 is complex, 
x(O) = x0 , 
(6.12) 
it yields a sequence (xr} that converges to zero as r---t co, for every z with 
negative real part [6]. Thus an A-stable method preserves the stability of 
(6.12). 
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It is easy to verify that recursion (6.7), when applied to (6.12) is equivalent 
to 
Zh 
x~+l = eMNxY 
and therefore recursion (6.7) is an A-stable method if, and only if, 
(6.13) 
le&NI < 1 for all Re(x) < 0. (6.14) 
Relation (6.14) is satisfied for M = N [5] for M = N - 1 [3] and for 
M = N - 2 [9]. 
A method is said to be Z-stable if, and only if, when applied with constant 
step-size of any value to 
dx/dt = Ax, x(O) = x0, (6.15) 
it yields a sequence (x,} that converges to zero as Y -+ co for any matrix 
A that has all eigenvalues with negative real part. Thus a Z-stable method 
preserves the stability of (6.15). 
THEOREM 6.1. Consider a linear method and let the matrix A of (6.1) be 
similar to a diagonal matrix. Then the method is Z-stable 1% and only zy, it is 
A-stable. 
Proof. Let u = 0, hence I$&!) = eAA x, and 
x,,, = H(eA” x, , h). (6.16) 
Let zi, z = 1,2,..., n denote the eigenvalues of A, hence by hypothesis 
there is a nonsingular matrix S such that A = S[zJ&F where 6, denotes 
the Kronecker delta. Therefore &A = 5’[ezih S&F and 
X y+l = H(S[eZiA&J S’X, , h). (6.18) 
Since the method is linear, 
Therefore, 
X r+l = S[H(e”d”, h) S,] S-lx, . (6.19) 
z,. = S[H(e’f’, h) S,]’ ~3%~ 
and the desired conclusion follows readily. 
(6.20) 
COROLLARY. For M = N, M = N - 1 and M 3 N - 2 the recursion 
(6.7) is a Z-stable method. 
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Theorem 6.1 asserts the equivalence of the concepts of A-stability and 
Z-stability, under the assumption of linearity. It is worth remarking that 
there are A-stable methods, to which Theorem 6.1 does not apply because the 
methods are nonlinear. An interesting example, to be discussed more fully 
elsewhere, is a method that makes use of Pad& approximation, so that the jth 
component of x,+i is equal to the (M/N) Pade approximant evaluated at h, 
of the jth component of 4,. . This Pad& approximant is constructed from 
(6.21) 
the coefficients of which are generated with 
$!“‘(O) = AC&l)(O) + ?P)(t,); q&(O) = x, . (6.22) 
When applied to the scalar problem(6.12) the (M/N) Pad& method is obviously 
equivalent to (6.13), and is therefore A-stable for M = N, M = N - 1 and 
M = N - 2. However, it cannot be deduced from Theorem 6.1 that the 
method is Z-stable, since the PadC approximant is a nonlinear functional. 
The advantages of a Z-stable method, when the problem (6.1) is stiff, 
are well known (see, for example [ll, 16, 171). 
There are a number of known methods that, like (6.7), are A-stable and 
specifically give rise to (6.13), where M = N or M = N - 1 [3, 81. For 
practical purposes it seems that recursion (6.7) is preferable, since it requires 
the solution of N/2 uncoupled algebraic systems that are sparse when the 
matrix A is sparse. 
It is readily appreciated that the method of this section can be extended to 
initial-value problems in more general linear functional differential equations, 
provided only that the Laplace transform L(+,. , olJh) of the solution & is 
obtainable by solving an algebraic system. The function & is defined as in 
(6.10). (See [42]). 
There appears to be main two ways of using the Laplace transformation in 
numerical initial-value problems: 
(4 a step-by-step method, such as that of this section, which involves 
numerical inversion of a sequence (L(++. , s)> of Laplace transforms, 
(b) a global method, which involves numerical inversion of one Laplace 
transform L(& , s), at a number of values of t. 
Given a suitable quadrature formula for numerical inversion of Laplace 
transforms, the global technique is readily applicable to a wide range of 
problems [4]. However, whereas the precision of a global method is controlled 
only with the number N (and also M in the case of JMN or IMN), in a step-by- 
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step method the step-size h provides an additional way of controlling accuracy. 
This is important in practice, because roundoff errors generated by a qua- 
drature may become rapidly dominant as N increases beyond a certain 7 alue 
dependent on the precision of the arithmetic (see Section 4, see also [40]). 
Such large roundoff errors are avoided with a step-by-step method, by not 
making N excessively large, and desired accuracy is obtained by controlling 
step-size. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the problem 
dx/dt = Ax, 40) = x0 , 
y(t) = 40, 
with 
A = ( Jo0 401) 
c = (101, 2), 
x, = col(0, 1). 
It follows that 
r(t) = e-t + e-1oot 
On application of recursion (6.7) with M = 3, N = 4 and constant step 
size h = 0.05, it is found that 
) y(tJ - yr 1 = 0.22 x 10-2, for r = 1, 
max 1 y(tT) - y,. ( = 0.29 x 10m4, 
2Qk$3o 
where yr = CX, . Notice that this problem is stiff. Indeed the solution y(t) 
is rapid on [0, 0.11, and this causes the relatively large error at the first step 
r = 1. 
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